Opinions

At the Association of Private Clinics, Sanatoriums and Hospitals of the Argentine Republic – ADECRA – we are convinced that the Project regarding the National Drug Traceability System prioritizes our task. Moreover, it shall be for the benefit of all the actors of the chain and especially of the citizens, guaranteeing the quality in the care and in patients’ treatments.

According to the commitment undertaken by our Association from its beginning we are involved since more than a year with the compliance of this System. In this sense, we need to be mention the effort and time needed by each healthcare center to comply with the Traceability not only due to the incorporation of new technology but also, and above all, because of the training of personnel who have the responsibility to develop and implement this new system.

To know of the origin and destination of the drugs is a guarantee of safety, reliable and excellence that enforces the commitment undertaken by ADECRA associates to build day by day, together, a healthcare system.